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Abracon
A Leading Global Manufacturer, Supports Enhanced 
Security and M&A Growth with Logically

About Abracon

Abracon, LLC is a leading global 
manufacturer of passive and 
electromechanical timing, 
synchronization, power, 
connectivity and RF solutions.  
The Abracon, LLC family of brands 
includes Abracon, ILSI, Ecliptek, 
MMD and Oscilent. Focused on 
quality and innovation, Abracon 
helps engineers transform their 
ideas into products that meet 
the opportunities of tomorrow. 

The company is ISO9001-2015 
certified with design and 
application engineering resources 
in Texas and sales offices in the 
U.S, China, Taiwan, Singapore, 
Scotland, Israel, Hungary, 
UK, and Germany. Abracon’s 
products are offered through its 
global distribution network. 

Ada Stepan is the Vice President of Global Operations 
at Abracon and has been working closely with Logically 
for the past two and a half years. As Abracon’s VP of 
Operations, Stepan is focused on enhancing quality 
within the supply chain and providing integration 
enhancements. Her primary areas include Information 
Technologies automation and logistic operations, such 
as warehousing, transportation and programming. 

IT Challenge

In February 2019, prior to transitioning their environment 
to Logically, Abracon suffered a cyber-attack that 
compromised the company’s email and back-up 
servers. Logically sprang into action and provided 
a complete infrastructure to support the ERP and 
the company’s transition to Microsoft’s cloud-based 
applications. “Logically provided the support we 
needed when our company was in crisis mode. 
None of Abracon’s sensitive employee or financial 
data was breached. A full forensics investigation 
was completed and Logically had the company 
up and running in a short time,” said Stepan.

https://www.logically.com/
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In addition to assisting Abracon with this crisis, 
Logically has been instrumental in maintaining the 
company’s 20-server environment, the ERP system 
and continued migration to a cloud environment. 
Also, Logically recently supported Abracon’s 
first acquisition, a company complementing 
Abracon’s existing product offerings, and made 
the transition seamless from an IT perspective.

Moving Ahead

Abracon is on an exciting growth trajectory with 
another acquisition planned for this fall. Stepan is 
looking forward to a continued partnership with 
Logically to ensure the acquisition is handled smoothly 
from an IT perspective. As staff members continue 
to work remotely during the pandemic, Logically’s 
Managed Services, a team of experienced engineers 
and excellent professional services, will continue 
to provide the value and ROI that Abracon requires 
to continue to grow, even during difficult times.

“Logically provided the support we needed 
when our company was in crisis mode. 
None of Abracon’s sensitive employee or 
financial data was breached. A full forensics 
investigation was completed and Logically had 
the company up and running in a short time.”

ADA STEPAN | VP of Global Operations at Abracon

“We were ready for an IT 
partner to manage our IT 
services globally. Since IT 
is not our core competency, 
we structured an RFQ to 
find the best partner to 
support our transition 
from an on-premise server 
environment to a cloud-based 
solution. Our decision to 
partner with Logically 
gave us a phenomenal 
team to work with.”

ADA STEPAN | VP of Global 
Operations at Abracon

“Working with Logically 
gives me the time to focus 
on our core competencies 
and knowing Abracon is 
in a secure environment 
means I don’t need to add 
staff and head count to 
have a powerful IT team.”

ADA STEPAN | VP of Global 
Operations at Abracon

“When someone gets into the 
trenches and supports you like 
Logically did, it gave me complete 
confidence  in their capabilities to 
handle anything,” added Stepan. 

https://www.logically.com/

